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Abbreviations: Mass (m/z) -mass of the selected peaks; DAve -difference between the maximal and minimal average peak intensity of all classes; PTTA -p-value of t-test (2 classes) or ANOVA test (>2 classes), range 0-1, where: 0-good, 1-bad, preferable for normal distributed data; PWKW -p-value of Wilcoxon test (2 classes) or Kruskal-Wallis test (>2 classes), range 0-1, where: 0-good, 1-bad, preferable for not normal distributed data; PAD -p-value of Anderson-Darling test, gives information about normal distribution, range 0-1, where: 0-not normal distributed, 1-normal distributed data, "<" pvalue less than 0.000001 ; SAH, Control -average peak intensity of classes SAH and Control; SD SAH, SD Control -standard deviation of the peak intensity average of classes SAH and Control. PART IV. Abbreviations: Mass (m/z) -mass of the selected peaks; DAve -difference between the maximal and minimal average peak intensity of all classes; PTTA -p-value of t-test (2 classes) or ANOVA test (>2 classes), range 0-1, where: 0-good, 1-bad, preferable for normal distributed data; PWKW -p-value of Wilcoxon test (2 classes) or Kruskal-Wallis test (>2 classes), range 0-1, where: 0-good, 1-bad, preferable for not normal distributed data; PAD -p-value of Anderson-Darling test, gives information about normal distribution, range 0-1, where: 0-not normal distributed, 1-normal distributed data, "<" pvalue less than 0.000001 ; PO-Day1, GO-Day1 -average peak intensity of classes PO-SAH Day1 and GO-Day1; SD PO-Day, SD GO-Day -standard deviation of the peak intensity average of classes PO-SAH Day1 and GO-Day1. Abbreviations: Mass (m/z) -mass of the selected peaks; DAve -difference between the maximal and minimal average peak intensity of all classes; PTTA -p-value of t-test (2 classes) or ANOVA test (>2 classes), range 0-1, where: 0-good, 1-bad, preferable for normal distributed data; PWKW -p-value of Wilcoxon test (2 classes) or Kruskal-Wallis test (>2 classes), range 0-1, where: 0-good, 1-bad, preferable for not normal distributed data; PAD -p-value of Anderson-Darling test, gives information about normal distribution, range 0-1, where: 0-not normal distributed, 1-normal distributed data, "<" p-value less than 0.000001 ; PO-Day10, GO-Day10 -average peak intensity of classes PO-SAH Day10 and GODay10; SD PO-Day, SD GO-Day -standard deviation of the peak intensity average of classes PO-SAH Day10 and GO-Day10. 
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